
 

What extreme fire seasons, and 2,500 years of
forest history, tell us about the future of
wildfires in the West
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Rocky Mountain fires leave telltale ash layers in nearby lakes like this one.
Credit: Philip Higuera

Strong winds blew across mountain slopes after a record-setting warm,
dry summer. Small fires began to blow up into huge conflagrations.
Towns in crisis scrambled to escape as fires bore down.

This could describe any number of recent events, in places as disparate
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as Colorado, California, Canada and Hawaii. But this fire disaster
happened over 110 years ago in the Northern Rocky Mountains of Idaho
and Montana.

The "Big Burn" of 1910 still holds the record for the largest fire season
in the Northern Rockies. Hundreds of fires burned over 3 million
acres—roughly the size of Connecticut—most in just two days. The fires
destroyed towns, killed 86 people and galvanized public policies
committed to putting out every fire.

Today, as the climate warms, fire seasons like in 1910 are becoming
more likely. The 2020 fire season was an example. But are extreme fire
seasons like these really that unusual in the context of history? And,
when fire activity begins to surpass anything experienced in thousands of
years—as research suggests is happening in the Southern Rockies—what
will happen to the forests?

As paleoecologists, we study how and why ecosystems changed in the
past. In a multiyear project, highlighted in two new publications, we
tracked how often forest fires occurred in high-elevation forests in the
Rocky Mountains over the past 2,500 years, how those fires varied with
the climate and how they affected ecosystems. This long view provides
both hopeful and concerning lessons for making sense of today's extreme
fire events and impacts on forests.

Lakes record history going back millennia
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https://www.cpr.org/2021/01/25/colorados-east-troublesome-wildfire-may-signal-a-new-era-of-big-fire-blow-ups/
https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2021/02/new-timeline-deadliest-california-wildfire-could-guide-lifesaving-research
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/bc-wildfires-june-30-2021-1.6085919
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/08/13/maui-wildfire-started-spread/
https://www.pbs.org/video/american-experience-big-burn/
https://doi.org/10.1111/gcb.15388
https://phys.org/tags/fire+activity/
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/acee16
https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2745.14201
https://phys.org/tags/forest+fires/


 

  

Many residents of Wallace, Idaho, fled on trains ahead of the 1910 blaze.
Volunteers who stayed saved part of the town, but about a third of it burned.
Credit: R.H. McKay/U.S. Forest Service archive, CC BY

When a high-elevation forest burns, fires consume tree needles and small
branches, killing most trees and lofting charcoal in the air. Some of that
charcoal lands on lakes and sinks to the bottom, where it is preserved in
layers as sediment accumulates.

After the fire, trees regrow and also leave evidence of their existence in
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/fsnorthernregion/4929826527/in/album-72157624814120716/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


 

the form of pollen grains that fall on the lake and sink to the bottom.

By extracting a tube of those lake sediments, like a straw pushed into a
layer cake from above, we were able to measure the amounts of charcoal
and pollen in each layer and reconstruct the history of fire and forest
recovery around a dozen lakes across the footprint of the 1910 fires.

Lessons from Rockies' long history with fire

The lake sediments revealed that high-elevation, or subalpine, forests in
the Northern Rockies in Montana and Idaho have consistently bounced
back after fires, even during periods of drier climate and more frequent
burning than we saw in the 20th century.

High-elevation forests only burn about once every 100 to 250 or more
years on average. We found that the amount of burning in subalpine
forests of the Northern Rockies over the 20th and 21st centuries
remained within the bounds of what those forests experienced over the
previous 2,500 years. Even today, the Northern Rockies show resilience
to wildfires, including early signs of recovery after extensive fires in
2017.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DixyJZCvVQ
https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2745.14201
https://doi.org/10.1017/qua.2022.17
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/subalpine-forest
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/subalpine-forest
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/acee16
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2023.121283
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2023.121283
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2022.120487
https://doi.org/10.3390/fire1010017
https://doi.org/10.3390/fire1010017


 

  

Researchers at the University of Montana examine a sediment core from a high-
elevation lake in the Rocky Mountains. Each core is sliced into half-centimeter
sections, reflecting around 10 years each, and variations in charcoal within the
core are used to reconstruct a timeline of past wildfires. Credit: University of
Montana

But similar research in high-elevation forests of the Southern Rockies in
Colorado and Wyoming tells a different story.

The record-setting 2020 fire season, with three of Colorado's largest
fires, helped push the rate of burning in high-elevation forests in
Colorado and Wyoming into uncharted territory relative to the past
2,000 years.
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https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2103135118
https://dfpc.colorado.gov/sections/wildfire-information-center/historical-wildfire-information
https://dfpc.colorado.gov/sections/wildfire-information-center/historical-wildfire-information


 

Climate change is also having bigger impacts on whether and how forests
recover after wildfires in warmer, drier regions of the West, including
the Southern Rockies, the Southwest and California. When fires are
followed by especially warm, dry summers, seedlings can't establish and
forests struggle to regenerate. In some places, shrubby or grassy
vegetation replace trees altogether.

Changes happening now in the Southern Rockies could serve as an early
warning for what to expect further down the road in the Northern
Rockies.

Warmer climate, greater fire activity, higher risks

Looking back thousands of years, it's hard to ignore the consistent links
between the climate and the prevalence of wildfires.
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https://doi.org/10.1111/geb.13174
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2208120120


 

  

Long-term changes in climate, forest density and fire frequency over the past
4,800 years in one high-elevation forest in the Northern Rockies, reconstructed
from lake sediments. The red dots reflect timing of past fires. Credit: Kyra Clark-
Wolf

Warmer, drier springs and summers load the dice to make extensive fire
seasons more likely. This was the case in 1910 in the Northern Rockies
and in 2020 in the Southern Rockies.

When, where and how climate change will push the rate of burning in
the rest of the Rockies into uncharted territory is harder to anticipate.
The difference between 1910 and 2020 was that 1910 was followed by
decades with low fire activity, whereas 2020 was part of an overall trend
of increasing fire activity linked with global warming. Just one fire like
1910's Big Burn in the coming decades, in the context of 21st-century
fire activity, would push the Northern Rockies beyond any known
records.

Lessons from the long view

The clock is ticking.

Extreme wildfires will become more and more likely as the climate
warms, and it will be harder for forests to recover. Human activity is also
raising the risk of fires starting.

The Big Burn of 1910 left a lasting impression because of the
devastating impacts on lives and homes and, as in the 2020 fire season
and many other recent fire disasters, because of the role humans played
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https://doi.org/10.1038/s43247-021-00299-0
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0127563
https://doi.org/10.1111/gcb.15388
https://phys.org/tags/climate+change/
https://doi.org/10.1111/geb.13496
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2022/06/03/east-troublesome-fire-cause-colorado-arapaho-national-forest/7506191001/
https://doi.org/10.1093/pnasnexus/pgad005


 

in igniting them.

  
 

  

Fire history reconstructions from 20 high-elevation lakes in the Southern
Rockies show that historically, fires burned every 230 years on average. That has
increased significantly in the 21st century. Credit: Philip Higuera, CC BY-ND

Accidental ignitions—from downed power lines, escaped campfires,
dragging chains, railroads—expand when and where fires occur, and
they lead to the majority of homes lost to fires. The fire that destroyed
Lahaina, Hawaii, is the most recent example.

So what can we do?

Curbing greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles, power plants and other
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https://theconversation.com/rocky-mountain-forests-burning-more-now-than-any-time-in-the-past-2-000-years-162383
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://phys.org/tags/power+lines/
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1617394114
https://www.cnn.com/2023/08/11/business/maui-fire-residential-damage-preliminary-estimate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/08/11/business/maui-fire-residential-damage-preliminary-estimate/index.html
https://www.unep.org/interactive/six-sector-solution-climate-change/


 

sources can help slow warming and the impacts of climate change on
wildfires, ecosystems and communities. Forest thinning and prescribed
burns can alter how forests burn, protecting humans and minimizing the
most severe ecological impacts.

Reframing the challenge of living with wildfire—building with fire-
resistant materials, reducing accidental ignitions and increasing
preparedness for extreme events—can help minimize damage while
maintaining the critical role that fires have played in forests across the
Rocky Mountains for millennia.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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